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Welcome back. Summer was a time to rejuvenate ourselves to get ready for the rest of the year.
Autumn will begin soon. This is a season when the Lord paints beautiful pictures for us to enjoy. How
blessed are we! This is also a time when our energy is high and we are excited to begin again. Let’s
have an exciting and fruitful year.
“Over 18”
At our June convention a motion was passed to purchase two copies of the documentary “Over 18”. A
copy was to be given to each Diocese in the Province to lend to their Parish Councils for community
viewing. The goal of the documentary was to educate people on the realities of pornography especially
on our youth.
Unfortunately, when we obtained information from the distributor it became evident the documentary
was out of our price range. Copy write rules benefit the author and rightly so but in this case the cost
does not make it feasible for us to purchase it.
However pornography continues to be an serious issue. It is important that parents, grandparents and
all other adults involved with children be vigilant and know what sites children are accessing. A simple
miscue when on the internet can bring a child to an unsavory site.
Perhaps your Council can download and send the “Pornography Hurts” postcards. Other church
members might be interested in joining you in this endeavor. Put on your “thinking Caps” and create a
program that will work for your members. Have a speaker or a discussion. This topic is always relevant.
Pick up the torch. Help build the future!

